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editor’s LETTER
Every time I arrive in Venice, I’m seduced again
by its magic. It’s a place like nowhere else on earth.
Sadly, just as we put together this edition, it was
devastated by flooding. But as a city which depends
on tourism, we encourage you to visit, to explore its
extraordinary scented backstory for yourself.
For the history of Venice is inextricably interwoven with that of perfumery. Before Grasse became
the global epicentre of perfume, that title belonged to ‘La Serenissima’ (as Venice is also so
romantically known). Part of the city’s wealth was built on the perfume trade, with ingredients finding
their way to Venice via six different spice routes. Once safely unloaded, Venetians devised innovative
ways to make fragrances from those ingredients – and even pioneered soap-making as we know
today. So this most romantic of cities – where perfume is still a strong element in its rich tapestry
– seemed the perfect focus for The Scented Letter’s Christmas issue, which we always dedicate to
opulence and luxury.
Literally just before the recent flooding, I headed Venice-wards in the name of ‘research’. As with
any trip to the city it involved a lot of pavement-pounding. While there, I visited perfume stores,
soap shops and the wonderful Palazzo Mocenigo, one of just a handful of museums anywhere in the
world dedicated to perfumery, where I was able to delve into Venice’s fascinating fragrant history
and even got to examine perfume books dating back to the 16th Century. Get a whiff of the city’s
scented heritgage on p12.
I’ve also compiled a ‘Scents of Place’ guide to Venice’s fragrant landmarks. For any perfumista,
there are plenty of must-visit pitstops – but we’ve also included some suggestions for where to stay
and to eat, while you’re there. Immerse yourself in the aromas of Venice today on p.42 – but trust
me, it’s no substitute for the real thing.
Closer to home, much of this Christmas issue is dedicated to perfumed presents. Beautiful bottles
and sublime scented sets, flickeringly fabulous candles and diffusers to die for. We hope you’ll
enjoy our edit from the hundreds of gift ideas to make their way onto our radar in the countdown to
Christmas, hand-picked because, frankly, we’d be happy with any of them ourselves. And throughout
the 19-page ‘Bellissima!’ Gift Guide, you can also discover Venice’s Christmas traditions.
On behalf of The Perfume Society team, I’d like to wish all our readers a joyous holiday season.
We’ve had another fascinating year and loved every minute of reporting from perfume’s front
line, to help you keep your finger on the pulse-point of things scented on our website and here in
the magazine. So thank you for your support and may we wish you the most wonderfully fragrant
Christmas and New Year.
With best wishes,

www.perfumesociety.org
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VENICE’S
PERFUMED PAST
(and present)

Venice’s fragrant star is once again in its ascendancy, reports
JO FAIRLEY, who shares the city’s fascinating
(and too little-known) perfumed history
WHEN WE THINK OF the global
epicentre of perfumery, Provence’s
hilltop town of Grasse generally springs
to mind. Germany’s Cologne played
its part, too, where the first ‘eau de’
was concocted way back in 1799. Yet
long before either of these places
were a twinkle in the eye of perfumers
and purveyors of ingredients, Venice
reigned as the undisputed perfume
capital of the world.
With lucrative trade routes fanning
out from this most entrepreneurial of
cities, Venice’s very fortunes were built
on dressing the rich in silken damask
robes, adorning their wrists, necks
and fingers with gold and gems, and
scenting not only their bodies but their
homes, clothing and even shoes.
It all kicked off when the immigrant
daughter of a Byzantine nobleman
married Giovanni, the son of the
Venetian ruler Doge Pietro Orseolo II
(991-1009), sealing the already-cosy
relationship between the worlds of
Byzantium and Venice. And boy, was
Maria Argyropoulos a ’fumehead of the

first order. The stench of the Dark Ages
gave way to something infinitely more
exquisitely uplifting, following Maria’s
arrival. (She also popularised the use of
the fork, for which we should probably
all be eternally grateful – see right.)
Perfumery was already wellestablished in the Byzantine empire,
with raw materials making their way
to Constantinople from Babylon,
Alexandria, Damascus, Cyprus and
Persia. In the Byzantine world, perfume
was considered mystical, almost
supernatural, connected to the spirit.
At that point it was more often burned
as incense – the word ‘perfume’, of
course, coming from the Latin, per
fumum, or ‘through smoke’. But Maria
Argyropoulos’s use of home fragrance
was so lavish, it seems to have gone
beyond religious devotion.
By 1200, Venice was an incredibly
powerful centre of trade. The routes
were known as ‘Mude’ (say it moo-day),
with the Republic of Venice sponsoring
countless seaborne trade missions.
Ships returned home laden with

There was something
about Maria...
‘The doge of Venice had a wife
who came from the City of
Constantinople. She lived so
luxuriously, so delicately, and
she was to say not only careful
but also attentive to relaxing
with luxury that she disdained
washing herself with ordinary
water. Her servants collected
rainwater in every way, so that
they could provide her with a
sufficiently elaborate bath. She
did not touch food with her
hands, but it was cut for her into
small pieces by her eunuchs. She
brought her food to her mouth
with a golden two-pronged
instrument. Her room was so
perfumed with every kind of
incense and aroma that it stank…’
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a whiff of news
NOSING
AROUND

scented serenissma
VENICE’S
PERFUMED PAST

Alongside intel from scent’s front line,
discover some of the season’s most
fabulous limited edition flacons
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At the heart of the spice trade, Venice
was once also the global epicentre of
perfumery. Wallow in its history

SMALL WONDERS
Fabulous fragrant treats to make Christmas special –
because it’s the little things that count

Molton Brown Shower Gels
Stocking Filler Shower Gift Set
£40 moltonbrown.com

This Works Seventh Heaven Mini
Pillow Spray Set £15 thisworks.com

Diptyque Snowglobe £60
diptyqueparis.com

Buly 1803 Pommade Concrète
Hand and Foot Cream £37 for
75g selfridges.com

Juliette Has A Gun Not
A Hand Cream €23 euros
juliettehasagun.com

Bramley Bath Travel Set £28
bramleyproducts.co.uk

Coach for Men
Platinum
Gift Set £49
thefragranceshop.co.uk

Aromatherapy Associates Ultimate
Bath & Shower Oil Collection £65
aromatherapyassociates.com

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit.
Floral Street Fragrance Discovery Sets (Light and Dark)
£9 each floralstreet.com

Floral Street Scented Notelets, Notebooks £10 each
floralstreet.com

Floris Hand Treatment
Cream Trio £45
florislondon.com

AllSaints The Fragrance
Collection £25
thefragranceshop.co.uk
Chanel The Bath Soap
£23 chanel.com

Benamôr Rose Amélie
Scented Lip Balm Tin £6.95
cotswoldtrading.com
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Connock London Kukui
Oil Wonder Balm £15
connocklondon.com

Buly 1803 Orange Ginger Clove
Beeswax Floss €13.59 euros
buly1803.com

Cath Kidston Mini Cherry
Sprig Mirror Compact £8
heathcote-ivory.com

21

Olverum Bath
Oil £35 for 125ml
lessenteurs.com

We hope
this edition of The
Scented Letter has you
dreaming of spending
Christmas in Venice. Over
the next few pages,
discover some of Venice’s
Christmas traditions,
along with the

Floris Violet
Mouthwash £45
florislondon.com
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bellissima!
THE CHRISTMAS
GIFT GUIDE 2019

an aromatic life
MEMORIES, DREAMS,
REFLECTIONS

Glorious scented treasures and treats,
from cracking crackers to divine
diffusers via opulent gift sets

Superstar make-up artist Ruby
Hammer shares with us her favourite
smells and olfactive timeline

42

58

sniffing the streets
SCENTS OF PLACE:
VENICE

it takes me right back
GINGER

For the latest in our occasional series,
Jo Fairley travelled to Venice to
explore its fragrant landscape

Read how Jo Gay’s childhood
was spiced by this
nose-tingling ingredient, in
a perfect-for-the-season read
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nosing around
Our round-up of seasonal treats: bottles to collect (or engrave), candles to light
and places to visit. Because it’s beginning to smell a lot like Christmas

Atkinsons Rose Rhapsody
£195 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Flacons fabuleux

Bond No.9
Swarovski
Christmas
Edition
£900 for 100ml
eau de parfum
At Harrods

Viktor & Rolf Flowerbomb
Limited Edition
£105 for 100ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

Is the scent world becoming less ‘bling’? Certainly,
there are fewer bejewelled, gilded and special
edition bottles for Christmas 2019 than we saw last
year. But if you’re looking for some eye candy for a
scent-loving VIP in your life, check these out...

Salvatore Ferragamo Signorina
Limited Edition
£75 for 50ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

Lalique Crystal Collectible
Bottle Orchidée
£1200 for 250ml parfum
lalique.com
6 THE scented LETTER

Jean Paul Gaultier Le Male
Collector Eau de Toilette
£69 for 125ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

Jean Paul Gaultier Classique
Collector Eau de Toilette
£88 for 100ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

Salvatore Ferragamo Amo
Ferragamo Limited Edition
£72 for 50ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

Chanel goes (snow)globe-trotting…

Chanel’s ‘fold-out’ gift sets.
Choose from No.5, No.5
L’Eau, Coco Mademoiselle

THE HUILE THING

… at Stansted Airport, where you can currently swoon over their
giant snowglobe (till 7th January 2020). Take advantage of
engraving, hand-calligraphed gift cards, customise a Chanel No5
decoration for someone you love – or simply swoon over Chanel’s
3-D fold-out gift sets. (Their most beautiful yet, we think.)

Diptyque pops up at the Café Royal
For the second time, Diptyque
have partnered with the
Café Royal to offer myriad
Christmas delights, in keeping
with their Lucky Charms
theme for 2019. There’s a
tree adorned with Diptyque
ornaments, a giant advent
calendar (pictured) and a
pop-up shop, plus wreathmaking and table decorating
workshops (2nd/9th and 16th
December). Ultimate treat?
Afternoon tea with a takehome 70g Baies candle on the
menu. We may just move in.
Afternoon tea is £80 per person
(£90 with a glass of Veuve
Clicquot), workshops are £145
Hotel Café Royal 68 Regent
Street, London W1B 4DY
020-7406 3333
hotelcaferoyal.com

Prolong your favourite
scent by layering it over
Les Exclusifs de Chanel
Huile Douce, which
leaves a fresh citrus,
jasmine and musky trail
on skin, intensifying the
scent and boosting the
sillage of your chosen Les
Exclusifs creation, without
altering it in any way.
Clever and beautiful.
£125 for 250ml
chanel.com

+

SIMPLY RED

For each of these Louis
Vuitton (RED) candles,
$60 will be donated to the
Global Fund to fight AIDS in
support of (RED), the charity
founded by Bono and
Bobby Shriver in 2006. It’s as
beautiful to smell as it is to
look at, with a new scent by
Jacques Cavallier Belltrud
based around peony,
raspberry, spices and fruits.
And with that extra good
cause feel-good factor.
£160 louisvuitton.com
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GUCCI GOES TO THE WALL

FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

Eau de parfum, eau de toilette,
extrait… do you know the difference?
Scent concentrations have never
been set in stone – they vary from
house to house. As we become
increasingly geeky over fragrance, this
is highlighted by Tom Daxon’s release
of Iridium 71. At unprecedented
strength – the maximum allowed –
it’s over three and a half times the
intensity of the original.
£250 for 50ml extrait de parfum
tomdaxon.com
Keep your eyes peeled, and look up. Because buildings across the
world are being given the #GucciMémoire treatment with giant ArtWalls
appearing in Manhattan’s Lafayette Street, Milan’s Largo la Foppa
and just off London’s Brick Lane, emblazoned with images from Glen
Luchford’s Gucci campaign. A 20ft Harry Styles? Yes, please.

THINKING OF DOWNSIZING?

Just landed...

Tapping into the trend for smaller,
more portable bottles, all 12 scents
from Eight & Bob (including the
Annicke collection) can be found in
30ml sizes, with a choice of 10 handcrafted leather cases to slip them
inside. Small wonders they are, too.
£54 for 30ml eau de parfum/£54 each
for cases eightandbob.com

Refill in style

Creed’s travel atomisers are the
most elegant we’ve seen, in
10ml and 50ml sizes, for
refilling from their splash
bottles. Silver, gold,
camel, turquoise, hot
pink – or this decidedly
Santa-ish red.
£135-155
creed
fragances
.co.uk
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Maison Rebatchi was
one of our top picks from
Florence’s niche perfume
show Pitti Fragranze, so
we’re thrilled to see them

now available in the UK
at Les Senteurs. Prepare
to fall hard for elegant,
nuanced fragrances from
superstar perfumers

Bertrand Duchaufour,
Aliénor Massenet and
Maurice Roucel.
£87.50 for 50ml eau de
parfum lessenteurs.com

Bespoke blending
Experimental Perfume Club just
launched a stunning pop-up lab
at Selfridges, where a bespoke
fragrance can be blended before
your eyes, from almost endless note
combinations. A virtual quiz guides
you to three possible matches; choose
your favourite from this shortlist, or
customise further with the help of
their resident Fragrance Curator.
Blended and bottled in front of
you, we’ve been spritzing ourselves
with Ambre Épices since our visit.
(You even get to rename and label it.
Ours? ‘Ambre Purr’.) Oh, and congrats
to EPM for their recent win in the
Luxury Packaging Awards, for their
refill system – which you can now take
advantage of in Selfridges, too.
Experimental Perfume Club, Selfridges
London, Oxford Street, W1A 1AB
experimentalperfumeclub.com

Founderperfumer
Emanuelle
Moeglin

FLUSHED WITH SUCCESS

SOAP STARS

How beautiful are Claus
Porto’s gift sets for Christmas
2019…? We think you’ll agree
that the heritage Portuguese
soap name is really cleaning
up when it comes to
packaging design…
From £24-60
libertylondon.com

Poo-Pourri founder Suzy Batiz
made Forbes’s 2019 America’s
Self-Made Women list. And
just in time for the season of
the shared loo and bathroom,
she has launched Poo-Pourri in
the UK. A blend of natural
essential oils to
use ‘before you
go’, it leaves the
smallest room
smelling
better than
when you
found it,
with scents
including
(wait for it)
Déja-Poo,
Royal Flush
and the
ozonic Ship
Happens.
£8 for 118ml
poopourri.
co.uk
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This time, it’s personal

How can you make a fragrant gift even more special? By having it engraved. An increasing number of stores and
boutiques now offer fantastic personalisation services, so here’s a round-up of some of our favourites for Christmas
2019. Choose a name, a monogram or a personal message – and know they’ll treasure it long after the last drop’s gone.

DIOR

Different intensities of Miss Dior,
J’Adore and Sauvage, as well as the
Maison Christian Dior collection,
can be personalised and shipped
via their website. dior.com

ATELIER COLOGNE

At Atelier Cologne’s
boutique, customers may
have a leather case for a
30ml fragrance personalised
– choose your
fragrance, choose
your colour.
In-store at Atelier
Cologne
boutiques in
Covent Garden/
Selfridges/
Harrods.
ateliercologne.com

The
Fragrance Shop

In addition to the
perfume houses shown here,
The Fragrance Shop will also
engrave your choice from more
than 50 fragrances spanning a
wide range of brands including
Paco Rabanne, YSL, Calvin
Klein and Versace.
thefragranceshop.
co.uk

JO MALONE
LONDON

Through their website,
choose from two fonts
to engrave the candle,
Cologne or bath oil of
your choice – a message
of up to 20 characters
on the bottle, or up to
three initials on the lid.
jomalone.co.uk

GUERLAIN

Their Bee Bottle
and fragrance bottle
engraving service is
available in both Harrods
and Selfridges. All
together now: ‘G’ is for...

Creed

Creed’s bestselling
fragrances can be
engraved in a choice of
three elegant fonts, for an
additional £20. Available
at their Mount Street
boutique or online.
creedfragrances.
co.uk

L’ARTISAN PARFUMEUR

Via L’Artisan Graveur, have up to 30
characters of your message or name
engraved on your bottle or candle
glass. (You can actually preview how it
looks, online.) artisanparfumeur.com

DIPTYQUE

A new engraving service will be up and running from
mid-December exclusively at Diptyque Spitalfields, with a
range of engraving styles available including a font based
on Diptyque founder Desmond Knox-Leet’s own very
distinctive handwriting.
diptyqueparis.com
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VENICE’S
PERFUMED PAST
(and present)

Venice’s fragrant star is once again in its ascendancy, reports
JO FAIRLEY, who shares the city’s fascinating
(and too little-known) perfumed history
WHEN WE THINK OF the global
epicentre of perfumery, Provence’s
hilltop town of Grasse generally springs
to mind. Germany’s Cologne played
its part, too, where the first ‘eau de’
was concocted way back in 1799. Yet
long before either of these places
were a twinkle in the eye of perfumers
and purveyors of ingredients, Venice
reigned as the undisputed perfume
capital of the world.
With lucrative trade routes fanning
out from this most entrepreneurial of
cities, Venice’s very fortunes were built
on dressing the rich in silken damask
robes, adorning their wrists, necks
and fingers with gold and gems, and
scenting not only their bodies but their
homes, clothing and even shoes.
It all kicked off when the daughter
of a Byzantine nobleman married
Giovanni, the son of the Venetian ruler
Doge Pietro Orseolo II (991-1009),
sealing the already-cosy relationship
between the worlds of Byzantium
and Venice. And boy, was Maria
Argyropoulos a ’fumehead of the first

order. The stench of the Dark Ages
gave way to something infinitely more
exquisitely uplifting, following Maria’s
arrival. (She also popularised the use of
the fork, for which we should probably
all be eternally grateful – see right.)
Perfumery was already wellestablished in the Byzantine empire,
with raw materials making their way
to Constantinople from Babylon,
Alexandria, Damascus, Cyprus and
Persia. In the Byzantine world, perfume
was considered mystical, almost
supernatural, connected to the spirit.
At that point it was more often burned
as incense – the word ‘perfume’, of
course, coming from the Latin, per
fumum, or ‘through smoke’. But Maria
Argyropoulos’s use of home fragrance
was so lavish, it seems to have gone
beyond religious devotion.
By 1200, Venice was an incredibly
powerful centre of trade. The routes
were known as ‘Mude’ (say it moo-day),
with the Republic of Venice sponsoring
countless seaborne trade missions.
Ships returned home laden with

There was something
about Maria...
‘The doge of Venice had a wife
who came from the City of
Constantinople. She lived so
luxuriously, so delicately, and
she was to say not only careful
but also attentive to relaxing
with luxury that she disdained
washing herself with ordinary
water. Her servants collected
rainwater in every way, so that
they could provide her with a
sufficiently elaborate bath. She
did not touch food with her
hands, but it was cut for her into
small pieces by her eunuchs. She
brought her food to her mouth
with a golden two-pronged
instrument. Her room was so
perfumed with every kind of
incense and aroma that it stank…’
Written by Saint Peter Damian
(1007-1073)
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It’s all about
the bottiglia
Venetians have been making glass
for over 1500 years, with factories
existing as far back as the 8th
Century. The same links with the
Middle East which were so important
for the establishment of the perfume
trade played a part in upskilling
Venetian glassmakers, who learned
from their more technically advanced
counterparts in Syria and Egypt.
To avoid the risk of fire sweeping
through a city that is fundamentally
built of wood, factories were moved
to the nearby island of Murano in the
13th Century. Of course, among the
other vessels and decorative items
the artisans created were perfume
bottles and phials, so complementary
to the work of the perfumers just
a few miles away in Venice itself,
to protect those precious essences
and make them portable. Its golden
age was the 16th Century, with 28
furnaces in action, attracting visits
from princes, generals, cardinals and
even the Queen of France. (To avoid
Murano glassblowers being tempted
away to work in Austria, England or
France, they were threatened with
execution upon departure.)
Today, alas, numbers are reduced
to less than 1,000 glassmakers in
Murano, as the price of Venetian
artisan glass in most cases puts it out
of reach of all but the wealthy, and
trade has dwindled.
14 THE scented LETTER

spices, perfume ingredients, incense,
silks and precious gems and metals,
sourced along the Asia’s Silk Road and
the countries of North Africa. In the
talented hands of Venetian craftsmen,
these were transformed into lavish
and incredibly desirable goods and
shipped to connoisseurs of luxury
across Europe.
Venice’s coffers swelled. And
competing with the aroma of the city’s
lagoon and canals (into which sewage
drained directly), the air began to be
filled with spices like black pepper,
cinnamon and nutmeg, all manner
of resins, aromatics like lemon balm
and hyssop and animalic notes of
musk, ambergris and civet, along with
precious oudh.
Sailing was Venice’s lifeblood.
Everything that was bought, sold,
built, eaten or made had to come by
ship. The timber for panelling and to
hold up roofs, the metal to be forged
into anchors and nails or beaten into

“

of Saoneri refined and popularised it
at a time when, astonishingly, washing
was considered insalubrious or even
sinful in many parts of the civilised
world. Even today, street names like
the ‘Calle dei Saoneri’ reference the
city’s soap-making heritage. (And
Venetians are still pretty cheesed off
that Marseilles subsequently, naughtily,
staked its own claim as soap capital of
the universe.)
And dirty...? Because a central
ingredient in Venetian perfumery was
the allegedly aphrodisiac musk – to
the point where perfumers actually
became known as muschiere. Natural
musk is now outlawed, of course, but
this was centuries before conservationslash-animal-cruelty organisations
rightly kicked up a stink (appropriately
enough) about musk production, with
the perfume industry moving to the
use of synthetics in response.
In Venice, musk was literally worth
its weight in gold. Lord knows what

Venetians are still pretty cheesed off today
that Marseilles naughtily staked its own claim
as soap capital of the universe

fine sheets of precious gold or silver
to gild the frames for Renaissance
paintings. The hemp for ropes. The
fish and the vegetables for dinner,
the flour for the morning bread. No
wonder the city produced one of the
great seafaring explorers of all time,
superstar Marco Polo, who returned
triumphant from discovering China
in 1271 armed with insights into
that country’s botanicals and cultural
customs (including care of the body).
These he wrote down in his ‘Book of
the Marvels of the World’, or Il Milione,
a classic of travel literature even
today, and at the time, an important
reference and inspiration for Venice’s
burgeoning perfumery trade.
By 1400, Venice was both squeakyclean and really rather dirty. Clean,
because Venetians became expert at
producing high-quality white soap, of
the type we still love today. Sure, they
didn’t completely invent soap itself,
but the members of the Corporation

”

the boats returning with cargo that
included these silky sacs must have
smelled like. When not in use by the
Venetian navy, the city’s galleys, or
nave sottile (‘thin ships’) would be
pressed into merchant service to bring
back high value cargoes that included
an astonishing range of fragrant
spices, oils and animalic ingredients
destined for the pulse-points of the
perfume-lovers. Ships’ crews also liked
to boost their earnings with a little
side hustle in trading precious animal
ingredients.
Many of the muschiere set up
shop on or near the Rialto Bridge.
The present stone bridge replaced
a wooden version, to a design by
Antonio da Ponte, and for centuries,
the Rialto was one of the world’s
premier luxury shopping areas, a
magnet for discerning perfumeseekers. Today, packed with selfiestick-wielding tourists, the bridge
can be a bit of a nightmare to

Top: a pamphlet
on how to make
fragrance, from
1555. Top right:
a Venetian ‘thin
ship’ sailing
boat, of the type
which ferried
exotic ingredients
back to the city,
unloading on the
dock. ABOVE:
Marco Polo,
the city’s most
famous explorer.

Above centre:
musk deer.
Above right: a
portrait of one
of Venice’s many
courtesans. Right:
The Rialto Bridge,
for centuries
Venice’s centre of
perfume-making
and retail

Top left and top
right: recreations
of a perfume
workshop
at Palazzo
Mocenigo. Top
centre: painting
of a perfume
seller. Above left:
The Merchant
of Venice’s shop
near La Fenice.
Above centre:
TMoV’s beautiful
Imperial Emerald
perfume, in its

peacock bottle.
Above right: a
perfumer’s organ.
Far left: The man
responsible for
reviving Venice’s
fragrant history,
Marco Vidal.
Left: exquisite
essences from
The Merchant of
Venice in Murano
glass phials
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navigate, its countless boutiques and
stores selling everything from t-shirts
and fridge magnets emblazoned with
gondolas through to exquisite gilded
masks and frames, marbled stationery
and jewellery. But even now, there’s
one last perfumery left on the Rialto,
by the name of Franco, which you can
read about on p.44, its location a link
with the bridge’s scented past.
A muschieri’s perfume formulations
were closely-guarded secrets – the
better to tempt the wealthy, the
aristocracy and royalty to spend,
spend, spend at that particular
perfumer’s boutique, rather than
heading to his nearby rivals. But so
fascinated had the public become by
this new fad for perfume and beauty
products that recipe books began to
appear on the market sharing these
‘secrets’, some stolen, some perhaps
leaked on the basis that all publicity
is good publicity and the chances
were that in reality, the amateur wasn’t
going to get very far with the DIY
versions of perfumes and cosmetics.
(Poultices of veal to whiten the skin,
anyone? Or maybe a paste of cat
dung, soft bread and vinegar, if that

“

southern and eastern winds, and the
burning of sandalwood, frankincense
and camphor to keep plague at bay.
Today, a popular Venetian mask
design to be found in one of the city’s
many Carnival-focused boutiques
recreates the sinister beaked style
worn by Venetian doctors. The beak
would be filled with herbs and cotton
soaked in vinegar, as they believed
this would purify the air they breathed
and protect them. Objects that came
into contact with sick people had to
be burned – though not jewels, which
were instead disinfected with perfume.
Plague, it later emerged, was the
downside of that lucrative seaborne
trade. Now thought to have originated
in Egypt, it made its way to the
Republic via rats and fleas, which hitchhiked on those precious merchant
cargoes.
In a later outbreak, the Black
Death of 1630-31, actual protective
fragrance recipes were published, in
the hope of containing contagion. The
Duke of Savoy’s personal physician
recommended frequent sniffs of a ball,
‘useful at all times of year’, soaked
with a blend from roses, violets,

Ships’ crews also liked to boost their
earnings with a little side hustle in trading animal
ingredients like musk, civet and amber
remedy doesn’t do the trick?)
The most famous of these tomes
is Notandissimi Secreti dell’Arte
Profumatoria, published in Venice in
1555 and containing over 300 recipes,
from perfuming the body and the
house, to the art of scenting laundry
and leather, including gloves.
But then came the plague. There
had been 22 outbreaks between
1361 and 1528 (one even killed the
doge, Venice’s head of state), but the
plague of 1576-1577 wiped out 50,000
people in Venice – almost a third of the
population. Fragrance, however, even
came into its own here, playing a role
in fighting this devastating sickness
– or at least, that’s what Venetians
believed, convinced that plague was
caused by atmospheric putrefaction.
Doctors and other health practitioners
recommended keeping away from

”

frankincense, Storax calamita, nutmeg,
myrrh, mastic, ambergris, benzoin,
camphor, agarwood, labdanum,
wormwood and tragacanth gum,
dissolved in rose water.
Awareness of mortality tends
to do one of two things. First, to
deepen religious devotion, perhaps
at least partly in the hope of securing
an eternal afterlife surrounded by
cherubs and clouds and angelic flutes,
rather than being consumed by the
fires of hell. Others, however, become
ever more decadent, determined to
squeeze every last moment of pleasure
out of life on earth while they still can.
Perhaps as a reflection of this, in
the 16th Century, Venice is said to
have had some 20,000 prostitutes,
who were openly tolerated not least
because taxes on the sex trade were
enough to run a dozen warships.

Leonardo da Vinci
– a perfume genius
As if painting the Mona Lisa,
conceptualising an early aeropolane
and a parachute, and figuring out
the proportions of the human body
weren’t enough, Leonardo da Vinci
played a key role in the development
of modern perfumery. He invented
the process of maceration and
extraction, using solvents to extract
essences. This summer, 500 years
after his birth, an exhibition at
Venice’s Mocenigo Palace Museum
showcased Leonardo’s talent for
organising parties, designing
clothes and even inventing fabrics,
jewellery and perfume, making him
the first – and surely the ultimate –
‘Renaisssance Man’.
Courtesans were at the top end of
the market, their company among
the city’s greatest luxuries. As English
traveller Thomas Coryat wrote in 1608,
the bedroom of his courtesan hostess,
Margarita Emiliana, was bedecked in
perfumed textiles, while being strewn
with musical instruments (often a sign
of debauchery).
Not only courtesans but fashionable
Venetian women, meanwhile, bared
their breasts to reveal nipples
rouged with concoctions produced
alongside the perfumes with which
they drenched themselves and their
clothing. Casanova was far from the
only playboy in town and Venice had
basically become party central.
By the 1700s, the decline of the
Most Serene Republic of Venice was
evident. In 1784, a politically influential
figure by the name of Andrea
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SYRIAN
TRADE ROUTE

l Labdanum
l Liquid styrax
l Saffron
l Rosa Rugbinosa – sweet-brier
l Balsamodendron mukul –

a gum resin
l Prunus Mahaleb – a type of cherry
tree with fragrant seeds

EGYPTIAN
TRADE ROUTE

l Myrrh
l Jasmine
l Saffron
l Nigella Damascena – producing

a fragrant oil described by one
contemporary perfumer as ‘one of
the most beautiful fragrance oils I’ve
ever experienced, with notes of warm
honey, stewed apple, mimosa, peach
and apple’
l Cyperus rotundus a.k.a. cypriol or
nagarmotha
l Amomum Melegueta – the oil of
this spice is known as ‘Grains of
Paradise’

THE BLACK SEA/
CONSTANTINOPLE
TRADE ROUTE

l Musk
l Civet
l Styrax benzoin
l Nutmeg
l Mace
l Saussurea Lappa Clarke – known in

perfumery as costus (which Guerlain’s
Thierry Wasser describes as having a
smell ‘like an oily scalp’)

Tron observed bitterly that trade,
Venice’s backbone, ‘is falling into
final collapse… We are despoiled of
our substance, and not a shadow of
our ancient merchants is to be found
among our citizens or our subjects.
Capital is lacking, not in the nation,
but in commerce. It is used to support
effeminacy, excessive extravagance,
idle spectacles, pretentious
amusements and vice, instead of
supporting and increasing industry
which is the mother of good morals,
virtue, and of essential natural trade.’
Pleasure, it seems, had triumphed
over industry and piety, and with only
13 ships left to defend itself, just a
handful of which were sea-ready,
Venice was ill-equipped to defend
18 THE scented LETTER

“

Fragrance came into its own, playing a
role in fighting the plague – or at least, that’s
what Venetians believed

itself against a declaration of war by
Napoleon, on 1st May 1797. Few were
beating a path to the doors of the
muschieri, to stock up on perfume,
after that, and it’s the collapse of those
scented shopkeepers and the traders
who supplied them with ingredients
which almost certainly explains why
Venice was all but written out of
the fragrance history books. (Not to
mention Wikipedia, which fails to

”

devote a single line to Venice’s central
role in perfumery.) Time moved on.
Memories are short.
But happily, largely down to the
energy and efforts of one man, Marco
Vidal, Venice’s important place in
perfume history is once again being
recognised and celebrated. The Vidal
family is today the most prominent
Venetian perfumery family, the legacy
of Angelo Vidal who established Vidal

THE TUNIS TRADE ROUTE

l Myrtle
l Oregano
l Sandalwood
l Frassinella Dictamnus – a citrus oil
l Pistacia Lentiscus – known as

lentisque

THE MOROCCO/SOUTHERN
SPAIN TRADE ROUTE
l Turpentine
l Rosemary
l Orange flower
l Sandalwood
l Summer savory
l Sweet clover

THE BARCELONA/MARSEILLES
COAST TRADE ROUTE
l Lavender
l Damask rose
l Lemon balm
l Philadelphus Coronarius – better

known as mock orange
l Calamintha nepeta – a type of mint

THE WATER ROUTE

Known as the Muda di Fiandra, this
was the route for reaching the North
of Europe – an all-important market for
Venetian wares, including for perfume

Profumi, dedicated to the production
and trade of soaps, spices and
colonial goods from Asia. He also
set up a perfumery workshop at the
Palazzo Mocenigo, now home to the
city’s perfume museum. Although
that original company was sold, Vidal
family members went on to establish
Mavive, which very successfully
distributes Maürer & Wirtz (including
the legendary 4711 Cologne), Police
fragrances, Cristiano Ronaldo’s
signature scents and more.
In 2014, inspired by his passion for
Venice, its artisans and for perfume
(which I’ve a hunch also flows in his
veins), great-grandson Marco Vidal
established a new Venetian perfume
house, The Merchant of Venice,

determined to put the city he loves
and lives in, and its scented heritage,
back on the world stage. Its most
beautiful flacons are doing their bit
to revive that Murano glass trade
and the brand now has its own trade
routes to ritzy perfumeries and stores
around the world. TMoV’s success in
the city of its birth has enabled it to
restore two stunning centuries-old
apothecaries, reopening them as
stunning flagship stores that attract
perfume-lovers and regular tourists alike.
It’s Mavive whose patronage,
meanwhile, that we also have to thank
for the opening of the five rooms
dedicated to Venice’s perfume history,
on the first floor of the Gothic Palazzo
Mocenigo. The basement also houses

Marco’s collection of rare perfume
books and treatises, many of which are
centuries old, which can be accessed
by scent scholars.
Venice never fails to bring visitors
under is spell. The city’s history is right
there, as you turn every corner. And
having spent several days immersing
myself in its fragrant past (not to
mention spraying my clothes and
body with so many perfumes that they
could probably smell me from the
other side of the lagoon), I can tell
you that a visit to Venice to learn more
about its scented heritage should
be right at the top of every perfumelover’s bucket list.
At Christmas, or indeed at any
other time of year.
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Available at Boots, Savers, Semichem, Superdrug, The Perfume Shop and leading independent retailers.

THE ICONIC FRAGRANCE FOR MEN

#policelifestyle

Bellissima!
THE CHRISTMAS
GIFT GUIDE

2019

Glorious scented treasures and treats - from cracking
crackers to divine diffusers via opulent gift sets

SMALL WONDERS
Fabulous fragrant treats to make Christmas special –
because it’s the little things that count

This Works Seventh Heaven Mini
Pillow Spray Set £15 thisworks.com

Diptyque Snowglobe
£60 diptyqueparis.com

Bramley Bath Travel Set
£28 bramleyproducts.co.uk

Coach for Men
Platinum
Gift Set £49
thefragranceshop.co.uk

Aromatherapy Associates Ultimate
Bath & Shower Oil Collection
£65 aromatherapyassociates.com

Enchanted Forest Lip Gloss
£4.99 heathcote-ivory.com

AllSaints The Fragrance
Collection £25
thefragranceshop.co.uk
Chanel The Bath Soap
£23 chanel.com

Benamôr Rose Amélie
Scented Lip Balm Tin
£6.95 cotswoldtrading.com
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Connock London Kukui Oil
Wonder Balm
£15 connocklondon.com

Buly 1803 Orange Ginger Clove
Beeswax Floss
€13.59 euros buly1803.com

Cath Kidston Mini Cherry
Sprig Mirror Compact
£8 heathcote-ivory.com

Molton Brown Shower Gels
Stocking Filler Gift Set
£40 moltonbrown.com

Floral Street Fragrance Discovery Sets (Light and Dark)
£9 each floralstreet.com

Buly 1803 Pommade Concrète
Hand and Foot Cream
£37 for 75g selfridges.com

Juliette Has A Gun Not
A Hand Cream €23 euros
juliettehasagun.com

Floral Street Scented Notelets and Notebooks
£10 each floralstreet.com

Floris Hand Treatment
Cream Trio
£45 florislondon.com

Floris Violet
Mouthwash
£45 florislondon.com

Olverum Bath Oil
£35 for 125ml
lessenteurs.com

Over the
next few pages,
discover some of Venice’s
Christmas traditions, along
with places in the city that
you might want to explore
if you decided to visit the
city over the festive
season. Enjoy!
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BAUBLES & CRACKERS
What the best-dressed trees and tables will be wearing this Christmas

Jo Malone London Blue Christmas Cracker £32 each jomalonelondon.com

Jo Malone London Green Christmas Cracker £32 each jomalonelondon.com
Penhaligon’s Silver Mistletoe
£25 penhaligons.com

Bamford B Silent Cracker £25 daylesford.com

Penhaligon’s
Silver
Nutcracker £25
penhaligons.com
Penhaligon’s Luna Cracker
£38 penhaligons.com

Venetians
go to town with
Christmas decorations,
lighting piazzas, historic
buildings and canals.
Even the gondolas
are festooned with
decorations
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Floris Cefiro Star Gift
£35 florislondon.com

Heathcote & Ivory Enchanted Forest Bath Fizzer Crackers £7 for three heathcote-ivory.com

Penhaligon’s Lip Balm Number One
Formula £10 penhaligons.com

Crabtree & Evelyn Evelyn
Rose Taster Cracker
£22 crabtree-evelyn.co.uk

Diptyque Surprise Pocket
(Eau Rose or Do Son)
£38 diptyqueparis.com

Juicy Couture Viva La Juicy
£9.99 boots.com

Aromatherapy Associates
Forest Bathing Bauble
£10 aromatherapyassociates.com

Floral Street Scent Baubles £24 for a
single bauble (10ml) or £150 for eight
floralstreet.com

Aromatherapy Associates
Forever Evergreen Bauble
£10 aromatherapyassociates.com
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DISCOVERY SETS

Exciting curations from The Perfume Society, plus a hand-picked line-up
from dynamic fragrance houses. Find all these (and more) on our website
For a travelista

The Globetrotter Discovery Box
Around the world in much more than 80
sprays (11 scents in all) £15 to V.I.P. Club
Members/£19 to everyone else

For a niche perfumista

The Niche Collection Three Discovery Box
13 exciting finds from the rising stars of the
indie fragrance world £15/£19

For cool cats
& dudes

Escentric
Molecules Art &
Discovery
Eight spritztastic
scents to try, from
this talked-about
fragrance house
£25

For a
wannabe
perfumer

Experimental
Perfume Club
Six niche scents
designed for
infinite layering
and personal
blending
£20
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Celebrate
Venice’s spice
route links this
Christmas, inhaling the
mouthwatering aroma
of traditional panettone
or pandoro cakes as
you delight your
tastebuds

For innovators

Laboratory Perfumes Discovery Set
Five beautiful evocations of landscape
created by a fascinating British house £15

For anyone who deserves a treat

All prices are plus flat-rate P&P – £3 per order

The Feel Good Box
A spa-in-a-box packed with top-to-toe treats
£15/£19

For a luxury seeker

Fragrance Du Bois Discovery Set
Five creations showcasing oudh wood –
each in a uniquely beautiful way £25

For a nature lover

Prosody Discovery Set
A quartet of beautiful, all-natural creations
for the eco-conscious perfumista £28

For a fashionista

The Fragrance #FROW Discovery Box
13 scents to ensure your finger’s on the pulse of all things
fragrant and stylish £15/£19

For a scent connoisseur

Ruth Mastenbroek Perfumer London Discovery Set
A quintet of olfactory delights from the masterful
British ‘nose’ £25
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GAME, SCENT & MATCH
Sets to swoon over – often including a delightful ‘extra’ or two

Kenzo World Power Eau de Parfum Gift Set
£65.50 debenhams.com

Elie Saab Royal Le Parfum Royal Gift Set
£62 libertylondon.com

Prada Infusion d’Iris Eau de Parfum Gift Set
£105 johnlewis.com

Marc Jacobs Daisy Love Eau So Sweet Gift Set
£57 thefragranceshop.co.uk

Mugler Angel Eau de Parfum
Refillable Spray Gift Set £57
escentual.com

26th
December is St.
Stephen’s Day, another
public holiday. Venetians
head out to enjoy the
Christmas markets and
the nativity scenes in
the city’s many
churches
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Guerlain Shalimar Eau de Parfum Gift Set
£70 debenhams.com

Kilian Straight to Heaven Gift Set
£225 johnlewis.com

Éditions de Parfums Frédéric Malle The Grand Collection £245 fredericmalle.com

L’Occitane Herbae par L’Occitane Gift Set
£80 uk.loccitane.com

Elemis Frangipani Sweet Dreams
£69 elemis.com
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Van Cleef & Arpels
Collection Extraordinaire
Moonlight Patchouli Eau de
Parfum £130 johnlewis.com

Tom Ford F**king Fabulous Gift Set
£232 tomford.co.uk

On 26th
December,
Venetians like to wrap
up warm and settle down
to enjoy for the free
afternoon concert in the
city’s Santa Maria
Gloriosa dei Frari
church

Jo Malone London Luxury Cologne Collection £375 harrods.com

Michael Kors
Wonderlust Sublime
Eau de Parfum Gift Set
£70 johnlewis.com
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Merchant of Venice
Venetian Blue Coffret
€170 euros
themerchantofvenice.com

Carolina Herrera Good Girl Eau de Parfum Gift Set
£74 debenhams.com

Molton Brown Suede Orris
£65 moltonbrown.com

Goutal Paris Eau d’Hadrien Eau de Parfum
and Air d’Hadrien Candle Gift Set
£132 harveynichols.com

Floral Street Vanilla Orchid Beauty Bag Set
£48 floralstreet.com

Miller Harris Limited Edition Tins (in Scherzo, Rose Silence,
Tea Tonique) from £110-150 millerharris.com
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THE BOXING GAME
Scented sets for stylish chaps of all ages

John Varvatos
House of John
Varvatos Coffret
£48 debenhams.com

Coach for Men
Platinum
Gift Set £49
thefragranceshop.co.uk

Tom Ford Costa Azzaura Acqua Eau de Toilette Gift Set
£83 harveynichols.com

Prada Luna Rossa Black Eau de Parfum
Gift Set £78 libertylondon.com

Take a side
trip to the island of
Murano which becomes
a riot of colourful lights
and glass decorations, its
centrepiece a full-size
Christmas tree made
of Murano glass
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Christian Dior Fahrenheit Christmas Gift Set
£83.50 dior.com

Acqua di Parma Colonia Intensa Eau de
Cologne Gift Set £102 debenhams.com

Floris Fragrance Travel Collection for Him £80 florislondon.com

Abercrombie & Fitch Authentic for Men EDT Gift Set
£45 debenhams.com

Tommy Hilfiger The American Traveler Gift Set
£26 boots.com
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Dunhill London Icon Racing Eau de Parfum
Gift Set £84 harveynichols.com

Parfums de Marly Pegasus
Perfume Travel Set
£120 selfridges.com

If you miss
the Christmas
deadline to get your
gifts to friends and family,
take heart from the fact
that Venetians only really
exchange presents on
Epiphany, which is
6th January

Mugler A*Men Eau de Toilette Gift Set £42 mugler.co.uk

Jimmy Choo Man Eau de
Toilette Gift Set
£46 johnlewis.com

Givenchy Gentleman Eau de Toilette Gift Set
£72.50 escentual.com
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Viktor&Rolf Spicebomb
Eau de Toilette Gift Set
£59 thefragranceshop.co.uk

Guerlain L’Homme Idéal Eau de Toilette
Gift Set £76 johnlewis.com

Paco Rabanne Invictus Eau de Toilette Gift Set £49 johnlewis.com

Dolce & Gabbana K by Dolce & Gabbana £75 johnlewis.com

Calvin Klein Eternity for Him Parfum
Gift Set £50 debenhams.com
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CANDLE POWER

Our seasonal round-up of flickeringly fabulous choices

Beyond the Pines Candle
£26 sundayoflondon.com

Molton Brown Candles (Muddled Plum/Bizarre Brandy/Vintage with Elderflower) £42 moltonbrown.com

Guerlain Winter Délice Candle
£59 harrods.com

Diptyque Lucky Stars Candles £53 each diptyqueparis.com

La Montaña Winter Oranges
Candle £36 lamontana.co.uk

Bella Freud 1970 Ceramic Candle (in Red, Black and Gold) £95 each bellafreud.com
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Cire Trudon
Nazareth Trio
£150 amara.com

Elemis Joyful Glow Candle £32 elemis.com
Éditions de Parfums Frédéric Malle Joyeux
Noel Candle £60 libertylondon.com

Jonathan Ward Hermitage Noel 1878
£45 jonathanward.me

Kilian ‘The Scent of Winter’
Candle £60 bykilian.co.uk

Jo Malone London Decorated Candle Collection £170 jomalone.co.uk

Goutal Une Forêt d’or Candle
£66 harveynichols.com

Fornasetti Astronomici Candles
£165 harrods.com

The Venetian
living room is filled
with the scent of a real
pine Christmas tree –
but in some houses, the
tree is also sprayed
with perfume or
room scent

Diptyque Carousel (to fit 190g
candle) £45 diptyqueparis.com
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SOMETHING IN THE AIR
Perfect-for-the-season diffusers and sprays – plus a round-up
of our favourite fragrance books of 2019

The Merchant of Venice Murano Glass Vase Diffusers £430 themerchantofvenice.com

Scent Magic: Notes From a
Gardener by Isabel Bannerman
(Pimpernel Press Ltd.) £30
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Perfume: In Search of Your
Signature Scent by Neil Chapman
(Hardie Grant Books) £16

The Essence: Discovering the
World of Scent, Perfume and
Fragrance (Die Gestalten Verlag) £35

Ashleigh & Burwood Wild Things
Attention to De-Tail Diffuser
£38 ashleigh-burwood.co.uk

Jo Malone London Pine & Eucalyptus
Diffuser £64 jomalonelondon.com

Highgrove Clementine and Clove
Christmas Reed Diffuser
£24.95 highgrovegardens.com

Ruth Mastenbroek
Oxford Reed Diffuser
£30 ruthmastenbroek.com

Jonathan Ward Kartushya Diffuser
£55 jonathanward.me

Scandinavisk Jul
(Christmas) Vase Diffuser
£45 trouva.com

On New Year’s
Eve, Venice’s air is
filled with the scent
of fireworks from the
midnight display in
St. Mark’s Square
Diptyque Protective Pine Room Spray
£53 for 150ml diptyqueparis.com

Floris Cinnamon & Tangerine Room
Fragrance £25 for 100ml florislondon.com
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AN AROMATIC LIFE

MEMORIES, DREAMS,
REFLECTIONS
Red carpet make-up artist RUBY HAMMER is back on the
beauty-hound’s radar with her clever capsule beauty accessories
collection – and here, she shares her touchstone smells

What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling? If I am honest,
I can’t truly remember. Probably the
smell of my parents; my father smelled
of Pear’s soap and mum just smelled
divine, whatever she had on!
When did you realise that scent was
really important to you? I grew up in
Nigeria in West Africa. This was a place
where you definitely had some good
smells, some terrible smells and some
neutral ones that you could tune out,
so aromas and scents became very
important very early on. I have realised
I have a powerful sense of smell – but
I am a bit hard of hearing, so perhaps
this is an additional sensory boost to
make up for that handicap. There’s a
downside to it, though; because my
sense of smell is so acute, I find that
some aromas overwhelm and literally
make me feel sick.
What was the first fragrance you were
given? It would have been something
my dad brought back to Nigeria from
his travels to Europe. I can’t remember
exactly, but it would have been
something light and citrusy, because
my mum would definitely have
objected to me using a perfume.
What was the first fragrance you
bought for yourself?
Revlon Charlie, a 1970s iconic
smell. I think I saw the advert with
actress Shelley Hack and wanted
to be all sassy and chic like her.
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Have you had different fragrances
for different phases of your life?
I loved Eau Dynamisante from Clarins
in my youth and early adult years,
with its wonderful freshness, as I
wasn’t considered grown-up enough
to indulge in proper fragrances at
that point. Then I toyed with Yves
Saint Laurent Opium, trying to be all
mysterious and exotic.
I dabbled in lots of scents, but
none became my signature until
I discovered the Renew Rose
Body Cream from Aromatherapy
Associates. This has become
associated with me, and I layer it on,
from shower gel to body cream to oil.
Now in my late fifties, I also adore the
final scent (far right) created by the
late Geraldine Howard, who was the
founder of Aromatherapy Associates
but who sadly died young, a few
years ago. Everyone comments when
I go near them for a kiss or hug and I
honestly don’t know what I am going
to do when my stash runs out.

The smell that always makes me feel
happy is... Anything that has a beautiful
rose scent, because it reminds me of
my mum before she passed away, and
all the happy times before the void
that she left behind. I’m not drawn to
powdery or old-fashioned roses, but
fragrances and oils with Bulgarian rose.
The smell that always makes me feel
a bit sad is... Again, associated with
mum. That means spices and cooking
smells which conjure up her recipes
that I can no longer enjoy her making
for me.
The scent that I love on a woman is...
There’s no particular one but my friend
Jo always smells fantastic, and it makes
no difference what she wears. She
always just smells fab!
The scent that I love on a man is...
My husband’s Czech & Speake 88. I
simply melt when I smell this on him.
The fragrance from the past that I’ve
always wanted to smell is... How my
beloved daughter Reena used to smell
when she was a baby. Aaaaah. I guess
that will remain forever elusive now.

Discover Ruby Hammer’s clever
beauty accessories collection
including nail must-haves and the
genius Magnetic Brush Stack (see
left) at rubyhammer.com

Ruby’s five
favourite smells

1 HAIR PRODUCTS I adore
the smell of hair products
on set, especially those by
Sam McKnight. When I am
working with him, I get that
burst of delicious scent as he is
working on the model’s hair. His
collection smells amazing.

Top: Bulgarian rose. Above: the inspirational Charlie ads Ruby loved, and a favourite fragrance
Below: memories of mum’s cooking and the bodycare she often wears in place of perfume

2 COFFEE Even though I am
not a coffee drinker, I absolutely
love the smell of coffee. With
my African heritage, as a child
coffee meant: ‘I am grown-up, I
can now drink coffee.’
3 AROMATHERAPY
ASSOCIATES FRAGRANCE
This was blended by the late
founder Geraldine and has 22
different oils. I love it so much
that I bought in bulk, but am
down to my last bottles now.

ANDY HOLMES – UNSPLASH; NATHAN DUMLAO

Below left: Dad’s Pear’s soap and an early
YSL scent love. Below: fresh-ground coffee

4 MUM’S COOKING A waft
I will never have again. Even
though I know it’s not her
cooking I cherish it when
I smell Asian dishes being
cooked, especially traditional
Bangledeshi recipes.
5 CLEANING PRODUCTS
I love cleaning smells, or how a
house smells when clean. While
I enjoy Method and Ecover, with
their fabulous natural lavender-y
scents, sometimes nothing beats
a hard-core bleach smell.
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SCENTS OF PLACE:

Venıce
Centuries after the spice route ceased to exist, La
Serenissima remains a wonderful destination for lovers of
perfumes and other aromas, reports JO FAIRLEY

Venice has come to
depend on its tourist trade,
but 2019’s devastating
floods risk putting off
visitors, bringing the
city further to its knees
economically. Venetians,
however, are resilient
people, used to mopping
up after high water. And
we see no reason not to
head back to the city right
now – or as soon as you
can book – to enjoy the
sense-drenching pleasures
of one of the most
extraordinary cities in the
world. Here are the mustvisits, for perfumistas.

2

INDEPENDENT
BOUTIQUES

1

Be aware that many stores
shut for an extended lunch
(two and a half hours is
pretty normal), may only
be open half a day on
Saturday, and closed on
Sundays and national
holidays. (Best to check
opening hours on Google.)
1 Acqua dell’Elba
Beautifully minimalist
Colognes and diffusers/
candles/soaps, capturing
the fresh flowers and fruits
of the Italian island of Elba.
Campo San Bartolomeo
5383/A
2 Dr. Vranjes Candles
and diffusers from a home
fragrance name to be found
in nine locations across
Italy, with a scent for every
taste. Check out the twig/
decanter diffusers (left),
which are unlike anything
else on the market.
Frezzeria 1231
3 I Muschieri This is a
sliver of a shop, rammed
from floor to ceiling with
exciting independent
brands sourced by two
sisters from Italy and

beyond: Altaia to Re
Profumo, Laboratorio
Olfattivo, Montale,
Eau d’Italie, Acqua di
Portofino, Jul et Mad and
many, many more.
Frezzeria 1177
4 Profumeria Bertolone
This perfumery stocks
a very wide range of
well-known fragrances,
including Lorenzo Villoresi,
Maître Parfumeur
et Gantier and
Houbigant, alongside
other names that are
easier to find closer
to home. The gilded
‘B’ panes will help
you identify it on this
very busy street near
St. Mark’s Square.
Calle Fuseri 4356,
San Marco

3

4
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9

5 Profumeria
Franco Don’t
be put off by
the fact it’s slap bang in
the middle of the touristy
Rialto Bridge – and do be
sure to smell the Ponte di
Rialto line of fragrances.
The Rialto area was where
all the muschieri (perfumers)
were clustered, so Franco is
keeping alive a centuriesold tradition.
Ponte di Rialto 5334

5

6

6 Santa Maria Novella
Originating in a Florentine
monastery, Venice has
a beautiful and bijou
boutique showcasing Santa
Maria Novella’s unique
fragrant wares on quiet side
street. Find soaps, face and
body creams, fragrances,
candles and probably the
most exquisite pot pourri in
the world, which has been
produced in their workshops
for over three centuries and
has Venetians beating a
path to its door. (No fewer
than 20 packs were sold
while we were in the store!)
Salizada San Samuele, San
Marco 3149

7

8

7 The Merchant of Venice
(San Marco)
Cleverly, The Merchant of
Venice managed to find
not one but two ancient
apothecaries, the retail
equivalents of Sleeping
Beauties, just waiting
to be reawakened. This
is a restored mid-17th
Century apothecary, close
to the celebrated La
Fenice theatre, beautifully
kitted out with original
decorations in walnut, wood
and terracotta. Prepare to
lose yourself for hours here.
Camp San Fantin, San
Marco 1895
8 The Merchant of Venice
(Spezieria all’Ercole d’Oro)
Wow. Another perfectlypreserved 17th Century
spezieria (pharmacy), in
which you can see just how
Venetian medical advice
was dispensed centuries
ago. The apothecary
jars, the ornate panelling
(decorated with etchings of
physicians), and the woodbeamed ceiling are still
there. Once you’ve taken in
the décor, it’s time
to lose yourself in

the fragrances themselves
– as with the Saint Mark’s
boutique, TMoV’s entire line
is showcased here, including
the hand-blown Murano
glass collection, so best
leave yourself plenty of time.
Campo Santo Fosca 2234

THE NEW
DEPARTMENT STORE
9 Fondaco dei Tedeschi
This extraordinary building
near the Rialto Bridge –
formerly Venice’s main post
office – was restored in 2016.
Built in the 13th Century,
it was used as a customs
house under Napoleon.
Owned by LVMH-owned
luxury travel company
DFS, following a redesign
by Rem Kolhaas, and with
interiors by Jamie Robert (an
architect who has worked for
Selfridges and Versace) it’s a
temple to designer brands
and showcases mostly Italian
fragrance names, from Gucci
to Bulgari. Go to gawk, sniff
– and to marvel at world-class
retail genius.
Calle dei Fondaco dei
Tedeschi

1

2
10

VENICE’S
PERFUME MUSEUM
10 In one of Venice’s historic
palazzi, this museum is
dedicated to textiles and to
perfumery, with a suite of
five rooms set up to bring
alive Venice’s perfumed
heritage. One of the rooms
conjures up the alchemical
laboratory of a 16th Century
perfumer, with glass vessels,
tools and equipment
revealing the ‘secrets’ of the
art of perfumery.
The museum has several
interactive displays, one
of which is a fascinating
olfactory map showing
the seven trade routes
that fanned out from the
city across the globe. In
another room, there is a
rare Venetian perfumer’s
organ, with the 200 phials
containing everything the
muschieri needed at his
fingertips, from the animalderived ingredients that
were in widespread use at
the time to floral essences
and spices.
Behind glass, there are

10

several priceless historic
books about perfume,
along with an eye-popping
curation of perfume bottles
from the Monica Magnani
Collection. The final
room is dedicated to the
classification of fragrances
into families, with 24
containers that you can sniff,
wallowing in the different
notes and their olfactory
characteristics. There are
plans to expand the perfume
side of the museum further,
but meanwhile, you can
while away several happy
hours here. 			
S. Croce, 1992

SCENTS INSPIRED
BY VENICE
1 The Merchant of Venice
La Fenice Pour Homme and
La Fenice Pour Femme A
cultural collaboration with
the city’s famous theatre,
each adorned with a gilded
chain bearing its symbol.
£150 each for 100ml eau de
parfum escentual.com
2

Chanel Paris-Venice A
fresh-Oriental by Olivier
Polge, celebrating

5

one of Gabrielle Chanel’s
favourite places.
From £65 for 50ml eau de
toilette chanel.com
3 Hermès Un Jardin
sur la Lagune Christine
Nagel’s newest was
inspired by one of
Venice’s secret gardens,
conjured up by woody,
floral and salty notes.
From £43 for 30ml eau de
toilette johnlewis.com
4 Lavender & Lillie Grand
Canal From a Sussex-based
home fragrance name, with
an opulent floriental scent
to transport you to this city
of enchantments.
Reed diffuser £48
Candle £42
lavenderandlillie.com
5 Armani Privé Orangerie
Venise A sublime sunlit
scent which
would brighten
any winter’s day,
seeking to conjure
up ‘an enduring and
blissful greenhouse.’
From £95 for 50ml
eau de toilette
armanibeauty.co.uk

3
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Pencils Stationery stores
abound in Venice and
the first thing that hits
you is the scent of the
cedarwood pencils –
especially notable in Il
Papiro’s many boutiques,
where it fuses with the
scent of ink.
Star jasmine This
white-flowered
evergreen fills the
tiny alleyways of the
city with its opulent
floralcy in summer.
Tomato and garlic Pizza
may not traditionally be a
local dish, yet this aroma
wafts temptingly from the
kitchen of countless pizzeria
and pasta restaurants.
Canals Venice wouldn’t
be Venice without that
smell – cold and mineralic,
with touches of
seaweed and,
depending on the
time of year, a whiff
of drains.

Churches Visit straight
after Mass for the very best
frankincense hit.
Fish Fresh-caught from the
Adriatic, filling the morning
air at the historic Rialto Market.

WHERE TO STAY
There are hundreds of
hotels in Venice, but we’ve
hand-picked a selection
that we think you’d
particularly enjoy, whatever
your budget.
1 Ca Maria Adele Loved
by honeymooners for its
unashamed romance, this
hotel sits in the shadow of
the famous Santa Maria
della Salute church. With
opulent furnishings and
lush fabrics, this fairly pricy
destination won World’s
Most Inspired Design Hotel
in the Boutique Hotel
Awards, with good reason.
camariaadele.it

3 Hotel Heureka Hotel
gardens are rare in Venice,
but this hotel in the
Canareggio district has a
lovely outdoor terrace to
relax in during the warmer
months. The interior cleverly
mixes very contemporary
design with mid-century
modern furniture and
ancient terrazzo floors,
ensuring that the hotel
retains a very Venetian feel.
hotel-heureka.com

2 Pensione Seguso
Our (affordable) base for

1
2
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exploring the city this time,
recommended by Polpo/
Polpetto founder Russell
Norman. Close to the
Galleria dell’Accademia in
Dorsoduro, this was also
once the favourite Venetian
hotel for Bloomsbury
Group members. There are
many anonymous-feeling
chains in Venice but here,
pristine white tablecloths
at breakfast, terrazzo floors,
wood panelling and the
‘bottle glass’ windows
really give a sense you’re
in Venice. (It is, alas, closed
during winter months.)
pensionesegusovenice.com

© ANNIE SPRATT

CITY SMELLS

3

4 Gritti Palace Your blowthe-budget option. One of
the world’s most famous
hotels, located in a 14th
Century palazzo overlooking
the Grand Canal, every
room is illuminated by glass
chandeliers which twinkle
in the gilded mirrors. With
the lushest furnishings,
sumptuous doesn’t begin to
describe it.
marriott.com

THE VENETIAN
BOOKSHELF
Five books that conjure
up the city beautifully for
us – including two favourite
cookbooks which help you
recreate Venice’s unique
flavours, at home.
1 Louis Vuitton Venice City
Guide, £25 (Louis Vuitton)
The coolest and hippest
of the many guides to
the city.
2 A Table in Venice:
Recipes from my Home
by Skye McAlpine £26
(Bloomsbury)

VENICE IN PERIL FUND

We don’t just want to cook
like Skye. We want to be her,
with her perfect palazzo life.
Read it and dream. (But also
to learn to make pasta.)

Whether you’ve visited
Venice, long to visit Venice
or are as saddened as we are
by the recent catastrophic
flooding of the city, we
encourage you to make a
donation to the Venice in
Peril fund, which is dedicated
to saving the city and its
treasures. Annual membership
requires a minimum annual
donation of £60, which gives
you access to a range of
events throughout the year to
inspire, educate and raise vital
funds for the work of the fund.
Alternatively, you might like
to consider supporting their
work by buying their beautiful
Christmas cards – this year
featuring Jacopo Bassano’s
‘Adoration of the Magi’, below.
(We’re doing just that.)
veniceinperil.org

3 The History of Perfume
in Venice by Anna Messinis
(Lineadacqua) £30-ish
A truly authoritative
exploration of the city’s
perfume trade down the
centuries. Find it on Amazon
at various prices (or buy it at
the Palazzo Mocenigo).

Venice: Four Seasons of
Home Cooking by Russell
Norman £26 (Fig Tree)
The Polpo founder spent a
year immersing himself in
the authentic flavours of the
Veneto, to write this.
4

5 A Venetian Affair by
Andrea di Robilant
£11.99 (Knopf)
Bestselling true story of a
forbidden affair between
an Anglo-Venetian beauty
(who grew up in the Palazzo
Mocenigo), and her secret
lover, written by a direct
descendant.

4
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FIRST WHIFFS

latest launches

It’s beginning to smell a lot
like the party season, with
glammed-up launches galore.
Have your finger on the pulse
Our newest Perfume Society Discovery Box,
Precious Perfumes, showcases our bumper-est
and most exciting curation yet, including
amazing extras – notably two 30ml sizes of
Escentric Molecules (worth £36 each) and a
Fragrance Du Bois perfume pen, normally £39.
Find it at perfumesociety.org/SHOP, price £40
(£30 to VIPs). Enjoy 19 fragrances (many of
them miniatures), including:

✶
NEW

● 3 X FLORAL STREET SCENTS
● SET OF 5 X WIDIAN
● 2 X JOVOY CREATIONS
● JULIETTE HAS A GUN NOT A
PERFUME
● TOM DAXON FUYU

THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches
as on our perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your
visual clue to the families. These are listed below. Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know
which you fall into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first.
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& OTHER STORIES

AERIN

Avant Garde Air

Rose Cocoa

What are ‘patchouli pleats’? To be
honest, we’re not quite sure, but they
ripple through the latest chapter in
the interesting and affordable scent
collection from fashion chain & Other
Stories (part of H&M Group). The
aforementioned woody note thrums
alongside brown sugar and vanilla in
the end-game of this fragrance, after
notes of mandarin and peach have
segued into a core of pear blossom
and green violet, offering insouciant
chic that’s totally on-brand.
£28 for 50ml eau de toilette
stories.com

Ms. Lauder gives her signature Rose
de Grasse a mouthwatering gourmand
twist for the season, sweetened by
cocoa bean absolute, vanilla and a
champagne truffle accord. These
tempt the senses alongside mandarin,
cinnamon and Centifolia rose, with
amber and musk emerging as it melts
moreishly into skin – but this is no
Quality Street of a fragrance; being
Aerin, it has the sophistication of
artisan confectionery, beautifully tied
up with a brown velvet bow.
From £150 for 30ml eau de parfum
esteelauder.co.uk

ALTAIA

AMOUROUD ELIXIR

Brimming over with joyful
exuberance, fizzing grapefruit and tart
blackcurrant sparkle their way to a
floral heart of freesia and watermelon,
soothing finally to a warmer dry-down
of cosy snuggles thanks to the golden
glow of Ambroxan and fluffy musk.
Inspired by the feeling of being in
love every day, wearing this we
picture the peeping green buds of
spring, a lightness of heart and
hopefulness. What a Wonder-fully
thoughtful gift this would make…
£175 for 100ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

Resembling an alchemist’s potion, the
emerald jewel of the pyramid cap
bestows a clue to the juice inside.
Rose, yes – a trio of damask, Tibetan
and Bulgarian blooms – but shot
through with green fig, lemon and the
verdant brightness of violet leaf.
Praline and pepper dance to the floral
heart and a cloud of osmanthus, all
resting on a sumptuous base of vanilla
absolute, benzoin and another
devastating shot of rose. Because
sometimes, more is more.
£235 for 100ml elixir
At Harrods

Wonder of You

Mysterious Rose

ALEXANDRE J

Rose Alba

There’s something about Rose Alba
that is totally mouth-watering. Juicy
plums drip onto peach skins and
bergamot rind, rose petals unfurl to
expose black pepper pods, but the
base seals the deal with a swirl of
sandalwood and vanilla white musk.
Delectable and delicious, it’s
inspired by the great Cleopatra and
the sultry scents with which she
seduced Mark Antony, and housed
in an ornate flacon that’s definitely
fit for a queen.
£102 for 100ml eau de parfum
jovoyparis.uk

ARIANA GRANDE

Thank U, Next

A riff from the song of the name,
Ari continues her successful
fragrance line with a sharp, juicy
burst of white pear and wild
raspberry that quickly softens to a
deliciously creamy heart of
coconut that feels so light it’s like
wearing a mousse. The fruity
playfulness dives deep into a flurry
of pink rose petals, a gauzy musk,
and the surprise of a macarron
accord in the base. Feminine, fun
and full of life.
£25 for 30ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com
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ARMANI/PRIVÉ

BOND NO.9

A whisper of opalescence kisses skin
as you spritz this luminous limited
edition, from the haute couture Les
Eaux Collection – a pearlised spin on
the original Pivoine Suzhou, paying
homage to China’s most prized flower.
Peony petals flutter alongside May
rose, with mandarin, pink pepper and
raspberry accentuating their spicy and
fruity facets, ultimately enveloping skin
in mysterious musk, Orcanox and
patchouli. A poem written in bronze
Chinese characters adorns the box.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
armanibeauty.com

Continuing the journey through New
York’s evocative and varying
landscapes, this time we celebrate
one of the historic neighbourhoods,
shot through with a youthful vibrancy
by Michel Almairac. Succulent lychee
and apricot sashay up to an elegant,
romantically velvet-like rose while an
addictive base of vanilla and musk –
usually a cosy combo – here feels
filled with an electric vigour. One to
wear while toasting the city that never
sleeps by dancing until dawn.
£340 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Pivoine Suzhou Soie de Nacre

BOTTEGA VENETA

Gold Coast

CAROLINA HERRERA

BOSS

The Scent Absolute For Her

In a darker, more seductive spin on
the original Boss The Scent (there’s
also a creation For Him), Louise
Turner delves even deeper into the
realm of sensorial delights, pouring
honeyed peach and roasted coffee
into a kiss of creamy vanilla and the
shadowy cool of the more
traditionally masculine note,
vetiver. Worn with a little black
dress or – for him – with a tuxedo
jacket and jeans, it’s absolute-ly
sexy, that’s for sure.
£53.90 for 30ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

CARTIER

Illusione For Her

Good Girl Glorious Gold

La Panthère Iconique

‘A suspended moment between
dream and reality’ is how the Italian
luxury house – which was first born in
Venice – describe this feminine
floral-woody. Illusione for Her has a
distinct Mediterranean feel, thanks to
bright bergamot and blackcurrant,
orange blossom, cool, green fig leave
and tonka, tethered by an unusual
note of olive wood. A team effort by
Amandine Clerc-Marie and Annick
Menardo, with Antoine Maisondieu
creating the men’s counterpart.
£89 for 75ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

This limited edition gilded bottle
showcases Good Girl to its best
advantage. We certainly feel utterly
radiant while wearing the seductive hit
of jasmine sambac smoothed by
cream-lapped woods, oodles of toasty
tonka bean and a generous serving of
that addictive dulce de leche note in
the dry-down. Collectors, we suggest
you run to grab your own bottle before
they go – perhaps wearing slightly less
vertiginous heels than this, for speed
and safety.
£96.50 for 80ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

Who wouldn’t purr upon receiving this
special seasonal flacon filled with
Mathilde Laurent’s Chypre
masterpiece? This time around, the
panther has been beautifully traced in
gold, emphasising the faceting of his
features – and it’s as dressing tableworthy as bottles get. The juice
remains the same, shimmering with
gardenia’s floralcy, before seductive
musk notes stealthily emerge. La
Panthère collectors, put in your
requisition to Santa now.
£114 for 75ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com
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CELINE

COMME DES GARÇONS

Copper

Odeur du Théâtre du Châtelet

We’d have expected more of a fanfare
for any new collection of seven scents.
Instead, they’ve enjoyed a relatively
understated release – echoing the
style of Celine designer Hedi Slimane,
who’s said to have been closely
involved in the creation. Here, we’re
showcasing what Celine describe as
their trompe l’oeil Cologne, which
plays on ‘dissonant accords’ of neroli,
fig, orris butter and ‘the tender patina
of tree moss’. This is absolute
sophistication, bottled.
190 euros for 100ml eau de parfum
celine.com

How we marvel at the alchemy of
translating metal into fragrant form,
and CDG excel at such literal (but
abstract) evocations. Copper begins
with an unexpected whoosh of
freshness from galbanum harvested
atop Iranian mountains, punctured
with a glimmer of Peruvian
peppercorns and gilded with a spicy
sheen of Madagascan ginger. Its glow
fades to a rusty, textured, warming
base that lingers like the last ripples of
a sunset.
£120 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Dover Street Market

IFF’s Caroline Demur was tasked with
creating this scented homage to one
of Paris’s most historic theatres,
showcase for the great Ballets Russes,
Stravinsky, Diaghilev and Satie.
Conjuring up ‘the reality of life with the
magic of the theatre, the dreams and
the dangers’, the juice is accordingly
complex, spanning aldehydes, coffee
accord, orange blossom, heliotrope,
cedarwood, Cashmeran, frankincense
and musk. What we know is that once
you spray, you’ll long for an encore.
£110 for 200ml eau de toilette
doverstreetmarket.com

Cologne Française

CREED

GUERLAIN

COMME DES GARÇONS

HERVÉ GAMBS

Angelique Encens

Les Parisiennes Imagine

Tonka Majestic

Incense traditionally smoulders, but
Creed’s party-worthy latest is shot
through with a surprising, champagnelike airiness. Sheer and transparent in
the opening, the warmth of Angelique
Encens emerges on the skin, kindling
notes of pepper, sandalwood,
patchouli and cinnamon. You shall not
only go to the ball wearing this,
meanwhile, but may well find yourself
partying way beyond midnight
wrapped in its enduring musk, vetiver
and incense embrace.
£275 for 75ml eau de parfum
creedfragrances.co.uk

Those who mourn the loss of
Guerlain’s ‘London’ fragrance, from the
A City, A Fragrance collection, rejoice!
It has reappeared within the prettily
bee-bottled, ribbon-adorned Les
Parisiennes collection, designed to
capture London’s ‘free spirited and
slightly offbeat vibe, a mix of pop and
royalty, tradition and eccentricity.’
Rhubarb, roses and violet conjure up
sweeties, on a soft woodsy base. ‘Free,
sparkling and chic, like a lively young
Londoner’ – and a pretty one, at that.
£205 for 125ml eau de parfum
At Harrods

The talented French creator of home
fragrances takes us on a tour of exotic
spices, creating a warm snuggle in a
bottle that feels like walking into a
sunset while drinking an Old
Fashioned. Take a healthy pinch of
Ceylon cinnamon, mix with the
delicious toastiness of tonka bean, a
double measure of rich, caramel-like
rum, then finally add a dash of
addictive Indonesian patchouli leaf
and lusty swirls of resinous labdanum
for lasting happiness.
£215 for 50ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com
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HOC

5pm

Oud For Greatness

INITIO PARFUMS

JASPER CONRAN

HOC stands for Histoire Olfactive
Collective, founded by Masha Zanier,
a Parisian fashionista with Russian/
Georgian heritage. Harnessing the
talents of perfumer Vincent Schaller,
London’s landscape is captured at
three distinct times of day, with 5pm
inviting you to tea. Green notes are
swathed in a steam cloud of smoky
tea, buttery shortbread biscuits and an
elegantly enveloping musk. Superstylish bottles have artful, weighty
caps depicting inspirational words.
£325 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Fortnum & Mason

Oudh is loved in Middle Eastern
perfumery not only for its rich woody
exoticism, but – so we’re told –
because it’s said to improve mental
and spiritual wellbeing by generating
balance, inner peace and personal
growth. Something to bear in mind as
you apply this shareable harmony of
saffron, nutmeg, lavender, oudh,
patchouli and musks. Oudh as a
meditation aid? We’ll certainly bear
that in mind, when spritzing from the
mystical gold and black flacon.
£250 for 90ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

This is as striking and sculptural a
bottle as we’ve seen all year, from
the renowned and multi-talented
British designer – a minimalist black
flacon, which contrasts with the
voluptuous femininity of the
fragrance within. Blackcurrant leaf,
mandarin and peach whisper
alongside armfuls of damask roses,
unfurling to reveal velvety elements
of amber, musk, patchouli and vetiver
in a construction that is as pleasing
to the nose as it is to the eye.
£30 for 100ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

JEROBOAM

JO MALONE LONDON

Ligno means ‘woody’ in Esperanto,
and this certainly plunges you straight
into the heart of a mysterious forest at
night, all rustling dark green foliage
and loamy shadows against a velvety
midnight sky. Grey amber (a misty,
mineralic natural ambergris) feels like
a shawl made of cobwebs, jewelled
with dewdrops, effortlessly draped
around a deeply devilish patchouli
and their signature blend of potent
yet still fluffy musks. Snuggle up and
allow yourself to be beguiled.
£90 for 30ml extrait de parfum
jovoyparis.uk

The elves at Jo Malone London have
been frantically busy creating
tantalising Christmas gifts – but not so
preoccupied that they can’t offer up a
new scent especially for the season,
too. A duet of roses – rose de Maï and
rosa Damascena – blossom at the
heart of this limited edition Cologne,
in which magnolia also stars. This
exotic yet sheer floral note is definitely
having a fashion moment, its
sensuality ramped up here via warm
amber and patchouli.
£104 for 100ml Cologne
jomalone.co.uk

Ligno
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Rose & Magnolia

Black for Women

JULIETTE HAS A GUN

Not A Perfume Superdose

The 2010 original Not A Perfume
was a massive success, and now
this ‘Superdose’ turbo-charges it
for greater lasting power. Made of
a single ingredient – a fragrance
molecule called Cetalox, often
used in perfumery as a base note
– that note shines, a minimalist but
still characterful and sexy scent
that’s clean, woody, and musky all
at once. Promising ‘zero allergens’,
it’s safe for anyone to snuggle up
to. And oh, you’ll want to.
£130 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

KILIAN

My Kind Of Love After Sunset

Setting fire to the fuse of another
‘little love bomb’, as Kilian Hennessy
puts it, perfumer Calice Becker
concocts a seductive cocktail with a
freshly cut herb garnish. Soon, a sip
of blackcurrant syrup slips deliciously
to a juicy heart of lychee, before the
sun finally sets and the musk, rose
and patchouli have their wicked way.
It’s a cheeky wink to wear while
flirting outrageously, then walking
home tomorrow, now carrying your
party shoes.
£55 for 30ml eau de parfum
bykilian.co.uk

MILLER HARRIS

LACOSTE

LINARI

Timeless for Her

Drago Nero

This blushing, pale pink beauty ‘invites
you to experience the emotion of a
suspended moment’ – that once-in-alifetime coup de foudre when eyes
lock, hearts stop and the world seems
to stand still. A romantic spin on the
original Lacoste Pour Femme, it bursts
from the bottle via a profusion of
roses, orange blossom, gardenia and
jasmine sambac, tethered by woody
elements of incense, sandalwood and
patchouli. Will you be seduced...? Try
it for yourself, then decide.
From £29 for 30ml eau de parfum
lacoste.com

Dragons symbolise wisdom and luck
in Asian mythology, the inspiration for
rule-breaking perfumer Mark Buxton’s
intoxicating fusion for the Italian
perfume house. It starts lively and
almost juicy, via mandarin, bergamot,
magnolia, apple and pineapple,
before a bouquet of Turkish rose,
carnation, orange blossom, violet and
iris. Vetiver ultimately tethers the
whole creation, amidst the complexity
of musk, amber, oakwood, guiaiac and
tonka in the scent’s final tail-swish.
£145 for 100ml eau de parfum
roullierwhite.com

MILLER HARRIS

NARS

Secret Gardenia

Sublime Blossom

Audacious

Lovers of white florals, you’re in for
such a treat. Miller Harris just revealed
a pair of fragrances that have us
dreaming of spring already. An ode to
London’s secret gardens, ‘filled with
clandestine flowers’, this takes pillowy
gardenia and contrasts with the
freshness of yuzu and tart, juicy nashi
pair. Imagine jasmine scampering
through the whole construction, whose
white floral opulence is further revved
up by ylang ylang, then softened by
delicate musks and sandalwood.
£75 for 50ml eau de parfum
millerharris.com

At The Perfume Society, we’re massive
fans of the ‘new floristry’, which is so
vibrant and exciting. So are Miller
Harris, who used it as the starting
point for Sublime Blossom, at first
citrus-fresh and then gathering
together notes of Egyptian jasmine,
freesia. Rather than use the traditional
fragrance pyramid definition of ‘base
notes’, MH prefer to use the phrase
‘lasting impressions’ – and here, that
means sandalwood, ambergris,
driftwood, sweet musks and vanilla.
£75 for 50ml eau de parfum
millerharris.com

Renowned in the beauty industry for
his make-up prowess, François Nars
has now turned his hand to fragrance.
Layering smoky tendrils of incense on
a bed of creamy frangipani, an exotic
heart sees tiaré flower paired with
ylang ylang and sandalwood, on a
base that is both soft and subtle,
misted with musk and white cedar. A
study of contrasts, ‘where light meets
dark and sensuality meets
individuality’, Audacious is sure to
turn heads.
£125 for 50ml eau de parfum
narscosmetics.co.uk
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ORMAIE

ORMAIE

Yvonne

The Hour of Dusk & Gold

Evoking the exoticism of a jungle (as
painted by Gauguin, perhaps) you’d
never believe this was a 100% natural
fragrance, such is its depth and
complexity. Seams of rum ensnare
ripe mandarin, narcotic lily, the
skin-like sensuality of violet dusted
with powdery iris and a heavenly (but
definitely sinful) base of vanilla,
patchouli, benzoin and dark cacao.
Imagine a velvet-coated panther,
slightly snarling, petted until blissfully
purring and begging for tummy rubs.
£180 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

Founded by mother and son, MarieLise Jonak and Baptiste Bouygues,
Ormaie is an all-natural creating
beautifully nuanced fragrances.
Named for Baptiste’s grandmother – ‘a
fabulous woman who wore red lipstick
and grand perfumes’– Yvonne is a
modernised Chypre creation. Red
fruits, rose, jasmine and peach shimmy
to a smooth patchouli base and
apparently Yvonne’s friends adore the
fragrance so much, an entire French
village now smells of this. How chic!
£180 for 100ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

Inspired by a trip to Essaouira in
Morocco, languid sunsets over
sparkling seas are evoked by the
unexpected green lushness of
angelica root and a powdered kiss of
spiciness from wild Persian carrot
seed. What really makes this fragrance
unique is the fact that the principal
ingredients were grown and distilled in
Dorset, at their base of Keyneston Mill.
Wearing this you’ll be able to imagine
balmy air caressing your skin, wherever
you are in the world.
£160 for 100ml eau de parfum
bloomperfume.co.uk

PERFUMER H

PERFUMER H

L’Ivrée Bleue

Gold

The twice-yearly unveilings of Lyn
Harris’s newness are a highlight in the
perfume writer’s calendar. Autumn/
winter’s quintet includes Angelica,
Rose Oil (right), White Smoke and
Tobacco – all exquisite, whether or not
you swing for the £200 Michael Ruh
blown glass flacons in which to house
them. And then there’s Gold, which
brilliantly contrasts shimmering, fresh
citrus with smouldering patchouli and
frankincense, via a geranium and
lavender heart.
From £110-350 for 100ml EDP
At Perfumer H
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Rose Oil

The name of this fragrance is
deceptive – because of course, Lyn
Harris’s Rose Oil is more complex
than simply decanting that into a
bottle. In this study of an ingredient
perpetually at the heart of Lyn’s
perfumery, she enhances a 3%
concentration with 2% of rose
absolute, and deft touches of
raspberry, geranium, chamomile, iris
and vanilla, ‘with a dousing of sweet
musk to paint a pure and simple
picture of the rose oil.’ Quite so.
From £170-450 for 50ml EDP
At Perfumer H

PARTERRE

PEPE JEANS

Celebrate for Her

Presented in the most whimsically
joyous ‘cocktail glass’ bottle, you’ll
certainly be the life and soul of the
party wearing this unusual blend of
sweet and savoury notes, designed to
keep your senses alert, so we’re told!
Popcorn, black pepper and chestnut
smooth their way to a cheerful floral
heart, the intriguing mix all
underpinned by plumptiously creamy
vanilla and a soft white woody base.
And can we say again? That flacon is
outrageously fabulous!
£39.95 for 80ml eau de parfum
thefragranceshop.co.uk

PROSODY

ROOS & ROOS

Everywhere we look (or maybe sniff),
the traditional, heady style of Oriental
perfumery is being brightened,
freshened and modernised, and
Keshen Teo’s latest creation for his
all-natural Prosody fine fragrance
house certainly falls into this
burgeoning fresh-Oriental family.
Imagining a riverbank at sunset, he
opens with a citrus accord, mellowing
to orris, peony leaf and a touch of
lemongrass, resting on a base of warm,
resinous myrrh and grassy vetiver.
£135 for 50ml eau de parfum
prosodylondon.com

From mother and daughter duo
Chantal and Alex Roos, a fragrance
which is almost literally light at the
end of the seasonal tunnel, evoking
‘springtime, blue sky – a perfume
blowing a gentle breeze into your
heart.’ En route, that breeze is ruffling
notes of blackcurrant bud, iris, rose,
tonka, cashmere wood, vetiver and
sandalwood. And we wonder: is the
name a coincidence, or was it chosen
because co-creator Chantal has the
bluest eyes of almost anyone we know?
£170 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Fenwick

Lantern Reed

TOM FORD

Pale Blue Eyes

VERSACE

TOM DAXON

Fuyu

Imagine a cold white peach in a
porcelain bowl. Blushed by the
winter sun it slowly warms as you
brush your lips on the fuzzy skin and
sink your teeth into the succulent
flesh. Delicacy, modern elegance
and hyperrealism are the hallmarks
of this house, and this restrained
scent unveils quietly, revealing ripe
Fuyu persimmon, creamy
woodiness, a whisper of iris and
translucent jasmine on an angel’s
kiss of feathery musk. Sublime.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
tomdaxon.com

VERSACE

Soleil Neige

Atelier Cédrat de Diamante

Atelier Versace Santal Boisé

This gets you ski-slope-ready, evoking
(as Tom puts it) ‘the serene shimmer of
sun on snow.’ Prepare to be dazzled
by jasmine grandiflorum, orange
flower and an ingredient glorying in
the name of Karmaflor Captive, which
blends white flowers with Turkish rose,
while ultimately, the scent slaloms
towards cistus labdanum, musk,
benzoin and vanilla. We’re also fans of
the Soleil Neige Shimmering Body Oil
– perfect for layering onto exposed
skin, for the coming season of soirées.
From £164 for 50ml eau de parfum
tomford.co.uk

The ‘Atelier Versace’ is described as
‘an experimental laboratory’, where
the concept of creativity is free to
reign, with six ultra-luxe scents
unrestrained by budget. Here we are
carried to the Mediterranean on
luscious waves of long-lasting pink
grapefruit and Italian lemon with every
spritz. The bright sunshine notes are
fanned by a verdant heart of vetiver,
grounded by the most elegant
cedarwood base, beckoning us to
breathe deeply, dappled in bliss.
£320 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Opulence personified, in sculptural
bottles within hand-made, handpainted, mirrored boxes, each of the
six Atelier scents showcases a precious
ingredient. Here, the supreme silkiness
of Sri Lankan sandalwood is obtained
from both the roots and heart of the
wood, delivering cool, milky notes and
a balsamic richness. Cypriol, a delicate
flowering herb, adds gentle curls of
smoke with a darker but still delicate
note of oudh as the lasting trail. One
for the lust list!
£320 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com
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THE MEN’S ROOM

ANDY TAUER

BEAUFORT LONDON

CALVIN KLEIN

L’Air Des Alpes Suisses

Terror & Magnificence

Eternity Eau de Parfum

Ever following his own path, this time
we find so-talented, self-taught
perfumer Andy Tauer scaling a
mountain summit in his beloved
homeland of Switzerland. And you
can really feel the chill – an icy gust
of bitter herbs and mineralic granite
followed by intriguing snippets of
spices carried on a breeze, red
Alpine lilies, and more than a hint of
assured grandeur. Grab on to your
grappling hooks: you’ll want to follow
him to the top.
£105 for 50ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

Inspired by architect Nicholas
Hawksmoor, Pia Long has perfectly
captured the brooding Gothic style of
his awe-inspiring work. There’s an
echoing spaciousness to the cold
flagstones and incense-infused
wooden church pews; a hint of sharp
knives polished on supple leather, of
mystic practices and mist-shrouded
vistas. Unsettling rather than terrifying,
perhaps, but most certainly
magnificent. You could easily seduce
crowds to join your cult, wearing this.
£115 for 50ml eau de parfum
beaufortlondon.com

Well, helloooo, Jake Gyllenhaal –
signed as ‘face’ of the first-ever eau de
parfum for men in Calvin Klein’s scent
portfolio. For this quintessentially
‘modern fragrance for the modern
man’, Pascal Gaurin deploys ozonic
notes, sage, apple and something
called ‘Pamplezest’, opening to
lavender and geranium. He lays
Eternity’s signature fougère essence
on a woody base of orris, vetiver,
ambergris, suede and cypriol, for
depth and a powerful trail.
From £35 for 30ml eau de parfum
thefragranceshop.co.uk

HUGO BOSS

Boss The Scent Absolute
For Him

L’Homme Lacoste Timeless

LACOSTE

JASPER CONRAN

Reviving the core ingredients of the
original Boss The Scent, perfumer
Bruno Jovanovic infuses maninka fruit
– the scent of which is often compared
to strawberries dipped in chocolate
– with a vibrant kick of ginger, earthy
mondia roots and suave vetiver.
Together this heady elixir swirls a
smoky, sophisticated trail, the
gourmand notes balanced by a grassy
freshness, the savoury shot through
with sweetness, for a moreish quality
that has us licking our lips. Yum.
£57 for 100ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

For those given romantically to the
notion of his ‘n’ hers fragrances, here
is the counterpart to Timeless for Her,
revisting the original L’Homme
Lacoste. Sense-tingling spices abound
in the form of ginger, black pepper
and cardamom, with the tartness of
rhubarb livening the heart. The base is
masculine, charismatic, classy – and
classic. Elegant with cedarwood,
smoothed with amber and musks, it’s
ultimately endowed with a touch of
nuzzleable vanillic sweetness.
From £33 for 50ml eau de toilette
lacoste.com

The masculine counterpart to Jasper
Conran’s Black for Women, this, too, is
decanted into a bottle which you
could happily display as a piece of
sculpture. Inside, find a scent that’s
suitably enigmatic and intriguing, its
initial freshness giving way to fougère
elements, but also to iris and
carnation. Leather, black amber,
patchouli and vetiver make for a
smoky, seductive base – and the whole
excellent package is testament to the
discerning Mr. Conran’s renowned flair.
£30 for 100ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com
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Black for Men

JULIETTE HAS A GUN

In the Mood for Oud

An olfactory tale of two halves: the
first all succulence and dewy
bergamot, ripe and glistening; the
second, a more animalic affair which
snarls a little and then swoons on your
skin. The oudh is infused with saffron
– preening and magnetic, slickly
charming before sharp raspberry
surprises and delights. Papyrus brings
coolness to the growing heat, lulling
your senses before the vanilla bean
spills its black speckles to creamy
tonka. And you’re hooked.
£220 for 75ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

PARFUMS DE MARLY

Kalan

The first thing to hit you at your
first spritz of Kalan is its
unabashed use of spices. Bold
and vivid, blended with a tingly
black pepper and juicy, tart blood
orange in the top, the movement
in the heart comes from a hint of
lavender and the bright sparkle of
orange blossom, the base
mellowing to woods, amber,
tonka bean and moss. Refined,
powerful and just plain sexy, Kalan
is quite the ride.
£160 for 75ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

PEPE JEANS

Celebrate for Him

A gloriously showy cocktail shaker
style bottle puts you in a good mood
the moment you look at it, and the
juice inside will ensure just as much
fun for the evening ahead. Perfumer
Jerome Di Marino squeezes zesty lime
into luscious blackcurrant and the
aromatic herbaceousness of clary
sage. Then cinnamon mixes deliciously
dark cacao and patchouli through
creamy tonka bean and smoked birch
leaves, garnished with juniper. We’re
shaken and stirred.
£39.95 for 100ml eau de parfum
thefragraceshop.co.uk

PRUDENCE

RALPH LAUREN

Polo Red Rush

New York

Prudence Gray was born in
Queensland, studied design, worked
in fashion around the world (including
for Brown’s) then settled in France.
After a 2005 trip to Grasse, she felt
compelled to launch a fragrance
collection, initially sold via her own
boutique in Beaumont de Périgord.
This latest is an ultra-masculine pine
and cedarwood woody tribute to a
creative Serbian friend – but can we
nudge you Harvey Nichols-wards, to
try the whole Prudence line-up?
£185 for 100ml eau de toilette
harveynichols.com

Inspired by the ‘acceleration, elation
and intensity during the very
beginning of a race,’ perfumer Olivier
Gillotin fuses red mandarin ‘for an
impulsive, crispy start’ and then a fresh
whoosh of mint ‘for its energising
power.’ You can read a lengthy
interview with him about it on our
website, but pressing the fast-forward
button, red saffron zips past with
orange flower, cedar adds sleekness
to roasted red coffee and the smooth
musky trail ensures it’s a winner.
£55 for 75ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

Perfumer Jordi Fernández first wafts
juicy Italian bergamot, mandarin and
lemon with pink pepper accentuating
the dry tingle of French lavender oil.
Earthy coriander seeds are shot
through with coolly aromatic juniper,
seamlessly blended to a gorgeous
heart of Chinese geranium. Soothing
orris then cossets Bulgarian rose and
luminescent jasmine before a final
hoorah of Haitian vetiver and musky
warmth. So good they should have
named it twice.
£215 for 50ml eau de parfum
harveynichols.com

Miobor

WIDIAN
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IT TAKES ME RIGHT BACK

“

I CONSIDER MYSELF very fortunate to
This not only deepens the colour of the
live just a couple of miles away from my
boiling liquid but adds a molasses
childhood home. This home is so woven
sweetness and depth.
into my adult life that if I say ‘I am going
Next, the best bit. The dark liquid was
home’, it could either mean my adult
always poured into a small cup, piping hot,
home, overflowing with
sniffed enthusiastically but
scented candles and
sipped cautiously on the
bundles of tech-related
floor in front of the small
cables. Or it could equally
gas fire. The first sniff is
mean my first home, the
always the best. It allows
place where I was born
you to ascertain the
(literally – the midwife
strength of the ginger and
was late so my dad cut
the level of sweetness
Jo Gay of the Patent Purple Life blog
my umbilical cord).
before it has touched your
Because it’s here I have
That first sip lulls you
shares a warming tale of her favourite spice lips.
experienced some of the
into a false sense of
happiest and the saddest
security with its
moments of my life, and where my strongest scent
sweetness, but as soon as the brew hits the back of the
memories were created.
throat the heat warms you up from the inside, karateLet me take you back to the cold, wet, dark winters
kicking your lurgy into submission. That is when you
from the late 1970s to the mid-80s. A time before the
experience the ginger glow. The best feeling ever.
internet and before Channel Four. At the first mention
If my mum saw or heard any signs of mucus, whether a
of not feeling well my mum would brew a large saucepan
runny nose or a chesty cough, a generous dose of fresh
of ginger tea. An array of multi-fingered ginger rhizomes
lemon juice was added to the brew. The sharpness of the
were washed and crushed. The simultaneously fresh,
lemon always seemed to amplify the heat profile of the
clean and warm scent would hover around the chopping
hot tea. It’s our family’s version of Lemsip. This ginger
board and on my mum’s hands. To this day the scent of
brew in all its iterations got me through cold and ’flu
freshly crushed ginger can improve my mood in less than
season every year, menstrual pain, twisted ankles during
two seconds.
netball season, mean girl classmates, and first loves. At
The crushed ginger was added to an oversized pot of
whatever stage of preparation, it takes me back to those
water and a lid placed over the top. Under a consistent
cold dark winters every single time.
medium heat on a large gas ring, the ginger root was
Ginger really marks – in every way – the roots of my
gently heated in water for hours, the smell changing from
olfactory journey. The moment that I connected an
fresh and invigorating to something that for the first 10
aroma to an emotion. It’s no coincidence that Origins
minutes smells a little like boiled potatoes (strange but
Ginger Essence from Origins was the fragrance that I
true) before redeveloping the characteristic
took with me when I left home for the first
spiciness that permeated through our
time to attend university. And in fact, the
home, enveloping everything with the
warmth and brightness that I love
warmth of a cosy alpaca blanket.
ginger for is reflected in my
Such is its potency that I can still
(sizeable) fragrance collection.
identify the very stage of a brew
I don’t want to smell like a
from the other side of the house.
gingerbread house, baked
The key with ginger tea is to let
goods or a spice market,
heat it for as long as possible.
though. Zingy citruses, fragrant
After at least two hours you will
leaves and bright white florals
have a pretty good batch, but
combined with warm, aromatic
the intensity of the ginger
notes are my olfactory happy
increases exponentially after this
place. And I will never stop
time. Just before you are ready to
searching for my perfect
drink it, a heaped teaspoon of
ginger scent.
slight sticky demerara (never caster
Because for me, it is love,
or granulated) sugar should be added.
home and family, bottled.

G inger

”

“ The heat warms you up from the inside, karate-kicking
your lurgy into submission”
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